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Abstract- To expand CSR (continuous speech recognition) 

software to the mobile environmental use， we have developed em
bedded version of “Julius". Julius is open source CSR software， 
and has been used by many researchers and developers in Japan 

as a standard decoder on PCs. Julius works as a real time decoder 
on a Pc. However further computational reduction is necessary 
to use Julius on a microprocessor. Further cost reduction is 
needed. For reducing cost of calculating pdfs (probability density 
function)， Julius adopts a GMS (Gaussian Mixture Selection) 
method. In this paper， we modify the GMS method to realize a 
continuous speech recognizer on microprocessors. This approach 
does not change the structure of acoustic models in consistency 
with that used by conventional Julius， and enables developers 
to use acoustic models developed by popular modeling tools. On 
simulation， the proposed method has archived 20% reduction 
of computational costs compared to conventional GMS， 40% 
reduction compared to no GMS. Finally， the embedded version of 
Julius was tested on a developmental hardware platform named 
“T-engine". The proposed method showed 2.23 of RTF (Real 
Time Factor) resul討ng 79% of that of no GMS without any 

degradation of recognition performance. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

Recently， the CSR (continuous speech recognition) so合ware

has been commercially available. These software packages are 
used to various applications such as dictation software and 
汀anscription of news announcement reports. However， these 
soれware packages are working on PCs (Personal Computers)， 

which require huge computing resources. Introducing speech 
interfaces to mobile equipments such as car navigation systems 
and mobile phones， embedded CSR software running on 
microprocessors is needed[ 1]. We believe speech interfaces 
are popularized in various mobile products， if the embedded 

CSR software is readily available 

Our goal is to work CSR software named Julius on a mト

croprocessor. Julius[2] is open source CSR software developed 

on PCs. It has been used by many research巴rs and developers 

in Japan as a standard decoder. The largest advantage of using 

Julius is standard formats of language/acoustic models are 

adopted. Developers are free to use acoustic/language models 

created by popular modeling tools (such as HTK[3]， CMU

Cambridge Toolkit[ 4]). 

We have developed the embedded Julius on a developmental 

hardware platfoml named “T-engine"[5]. The T-engine has a 

SH-4[6] microprocessor. The SH-4 is a 32・bit RISC processor 

developed by Renesas Technology Corp. A microproc巴ssor has 

fewer cOl11putational power rather than a Pc. In case of SH・
4， its operating仕equency is 240MHz. Problel11 is reducing 

computational costs 

A major paロof computational cost for CSR is pdf (proba

bility density function) calculations. To realize CSR software 

with low calculation cost， cOl11putational reduction for pdf 
calculations is needed. Popular approaches for reducing cost 

of pdf calculations are reduction in the number of Gaus
sians on a modeling phase and/or pruning Gaussians on a 

decoding phase. A typical methods offonn巴r approaches are 
tied-mixture HMMs and a 廿巴e-s汀uctured probability den
sity method[7]. Typical method of the latter approaches is 

(GS) Gaussian Selection[8][9][ 1 0][ 11]， which calculates only 

Gaussians near an input vector， instead of evaluating all 
Gaussians. Julius already introduces a PTM (Phonetic Tied
Mixture) modeling[12] and GMS (Gaussian Mixture Selec
tion) algorithm[ 13]， which reduce the cost of pdf calculations 

Julius runs real tim巴 decoding on PCs. However further cost 

reduction is necessary on microprocessor. 

In this paper， we propose an expansion of the GMS method 

111 pu叩ose of further reducing the cost of pdf calculations 

This approach does not chang巴 structure of acoustic models 

in consistency with that used by Julius on PCs. This enables 
developers to apply speech applications developed on PCs for 

mobile applications 

Ir. PROPOSED METHOD 

In this section， we explain the conventional GMS method 
briefly， and then describe d巴tails of its modifìcations. 

A. Gaussian mixfure selection 

The GMS method[13] is a procedure to select Gaussian 

distributions by the HMM states using a hierarchical relation

ship between monophone models and triphone models. Fig 

1 shows a GMS procedure. For each frame， all Gaussians of 

monophone HMM states are computed and then Gaussians of 

triphone models co汀esponding to k-best states of monophone 

HMMs are selected for computations. 

This method is effective for reducing computational cost of 

pdf calculations， but almost half of th巴 total process tim巴IS
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Fig. 1. Conventional Gaussian Mixture Seleclion (GMS) 

stil1 taken by pdf calculations. Additional process reduction is 

needed. 

B. Modifications on GMS 

We made two modifìcations on the GMS method as follows; 

1) Computational reduction on mixture selection stαge: 

Since low-scored hypotheses are pruned by a beam search 
S甘ategy， hypoth巴ses in al1 HMM states do not necessarily stay 
alive. Hypotheses survived at time t - 1 wil1 be transfer to 
Iimited HMM states through transition arcs. And some HMM 

states wil1 not be visited by any hypothesis at time t. It is 
waste to calculate pdfs in HMM states which hypotheses wil1 

not V1S1t. 

In the conventional GMS method， al1 HMM states in 

monophone models are calculated for the mixture selection， 

since information of active states is not available at that 

time. Knowing where hypotheses stay alive at time t - 1， 

only HMM states which these hypotheses may be visited are 

calculated for the mixture selection stage at time t 
Fig. 2 shows an image of the modi自ed strategy. Filled circJes 

are designated HMM states which hypotheses at time t-1 will 

visit， and unfìlled circJes are designated HMM states which 
no hypotheses will visit at time t. Fig. 2 (a) is monophone 
models for the conventional GMS. Pdf scores of all states ar巴

calculated and k-best states among them are selected (meshed 

area). Possibly no hypothesis is transferred to some state of k
best states at time t. It is useless to calculate a pdf score of this 
state. Fig. 2 (b) is monophone models for the proposed and 
modi白ed GMS. Target HMM states for pdf calculations are 
restricted to states where hypotheses at time t - 1 will transfer 
(within a bold circJe). To know target HMM states， we use 

information about HMM stat巴s having hypotheses survived at 

time t - 1 and transition arcs. 

Applying this modi白cation， computational cost is reduced 

for the mixture selection compared to the conventional GMS 
method， which calculates al1 states in monophon巴 models. Fur

thermore， since there is no fear of selecting the useless states 

whose pdf score is not needed to calculate， a small number 

of k-best states could be specifìed without any d巴gradation of 

recognition performance. 

(a) conventional (b) proposed 
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Fig. 3. Gaussian Selection within HMM State 

2) Gaussian selection within HMM state: Gaussian selec
tion (GS)[8] is based on the idea “only Gaussians cJose to an 

input vector have dominant e仔ect on a pdf score of an HMM 
state". On the other hand， the conventional GMS method 

calculates al1 Gaussians within an HMM state， even though 

a pdf score derived from Gaussian distant from the input 
vector is negligible. For reducing pdf calculations on HMM 

states， the calculation s甘ategy is changed: calculating only 

Gaussians neighboring the input vector， instead of calculating 
al1 Gaussians. Fig. 3 shows details of the modifìcation. 9max 

is the Gaussian whose score is maximum within a monophone 

HMM state. It is plausible idea that Gaussians cJose to 

9max are also close to th巴 input vector. Based on this idea， 

only Gaussians close to 9mαx are calculated for pdf score 
of a PTM state. The others， which are far合om 9mαx， are 
ignored. Concrete procedure is as follows: Distances between 

9mono(i) and gPTAJ(j) with all combinations of i and j are 

calculated in advance， where 9111ono('i) and 9PTAJ (j) represent 

i-th Gaussians in a monophone HMM state and j-th Gaussian 
10 a coπesponding PTM codebook respectively. A selection of 

9 PT M (k) close to 9max is carried out using table lookup. By 

this procedure the computation cost is much more reduced. 

III. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS 

A. Experimental conditions 

Table 1 shows experimental conditions. The vocabulary size 

was 5，000 words. Julius is a two・pass decoder using a bigram 

language model for the 1 st -pass and a trigram language model 
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TABLE 1 
EXPERJMENTAL CONDJTJONS 

Vocabulary size 5，000 words 

Language models 
Bigram (Ist-pass) 

Trigram(2nd-pass) 

Triphone models (PTM) 3，000 state，64 mixtures 

Monophone models for GMS 129 state， 16 mixtures 

Platform 
I .PC (Pentium 4 2.8GHz， Linux OS) 

2.T-engine (SH-4 240MHz) 

Fig. 4. T-engine Board 

for the 2nd-pass. Acoustic models were PTMs having 3，000 
states with 64 mix同res. Monophone models with 129 states 

and 16 mixtures/states were used for the GMS. Test-set speech 

was selected 100 sentences from介.JAS (Japanese Newspaper 
Article Sentences) corpus[ 14]. 

Experiments were carried out in two platforms: simulation 
on a PC and evaluation on a T-engine board. The T-engine 

board is a developmental hardware pJatform which has com
mon operating system (OS) caJJed eTRON[5]. Fig. 4 and 
Fig. 5 show a photo and architecture of the T-engine board 
respectively. Table JI shows specifications of the T-engine 

board 

The T-engine platform consists of a CPU board， an LCD 
board. The CPU board has one 32・bit MPU called SH-4[6] 
developed by Renesas Technology Corp. The SH・4 is a RISC 
processor with operating frequency of 240MHz. Work memory 
has 64 Mbytes. Program， dictionary， Language modeJs and 
Acoustic models are stored in a CF (Compact FJash) card. 

B. PC Simulation 

Before evaJuating on the T-engine pJatform. recognition 

performance was evaluated on PC simulation. Program source 

for T-engine was recompiJed on a Pc. Evaluation was done 

on three conditions; ( J  )no GMS， (2)conventional GMS， (3 )pro

posed GMS. Performance was measured by word accuracy and 

CPU time. The number of k-best state for the GMS was varied 

from 12 to 36 (k=12， 18，24，36). Fig. 6 shows experimentaJ 

results. The horizontaJ axis of CPU time was normalized by 

the time of the condition (1) (no GMS). In the case of using 

GMS， we found the less value of k-best showed the less 

ぐPU bollrd 

Fig. 5. Architecture of T-engine Platfonn 

TABLE 11 

SPECJFJCATJON OF T-ENGJNE BOARD 

CPU 
SH7751 R (SH-4) 

(430MIPS / I.7GFLOPS) 

Operating Freq Interal:240MHz， Extemal:60MHz 

Flash ROM 8MByte 

User RAM 64MByte 

OS T-Kemel 

A/D 16MHz，16mit 

LDC TFT color ， 240 x 320 

Power DC 5.6V 

Size 120 mm x 75 mm 

processing time and the Jess word accuracy. The proposed 
GMS method showed significant computationaJ time reduction 

by 40% with accuracy loss of under 1 % (k=24) 

Fig. 7 shows a profile of computational cost measured on a 

Pc. The verticaJ axis is a normalized CPU time caJculated by 

the Linux command “gprof'. In no GMS case， 73% of totaJ 
computational cost was taken by pdf calcuJations. Adopting 
the conventionaJ GMS method， the total computational cost 

was reduced to 74% of no GMS in spite of additionaJ costs for 
calculating monophone models. Modifシing the GMS method 
(the proposed GMS)， the normalized CPU time for GMS 
was reduced 26% to 20%， the normalized CPU time of pdf 
calcuJations was reduced 24% to J 6%. As a resuJt， the totaJ 
computationaJ cost was reduced to 60% of no GMS. 

仁 Evaluation on T-engine platform 

We evaluated system performance of the recognizer on the 
下engine platform. Experimental conditions were the same 
as the PC simulation. The number of test speech was 60 

utterances (30 maJes， 30 femaJes)ー According to resuJts on 

the PC simuJation， the number of k -best state for the GMS 

was set to 24. 

ExperimentaJ results are shown in Table III. Memory size 

consumed on Julius is Jess than 50ルffiytes. Adopting the GMS 

algorithm， additionaJ memory space was needed for mono

phone models used on the mixture seJection. Word accuracies 

of 3 conditions were aJmost the same. We de自ne the RTF (ReaJ 
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Fig. 7. Pro自le of Computational Cost Measured on PC (k=24) 

Time Factor) was processing time nOl百lalize by speech length. 
The proposed GMS showed 2.23 of RTF resulting 79% of 

that of no GMS. According to the PC simulation， the process 
reduction by the proposed GMS was 40%. The gap of process 
reduction rate bet\νeen PC and T-engine may be caused by 

differences in CPU architecture and cache memory size. The 

cache of T-engine was only 32 Mbytes. 

D. Discussions 

Jn this scction， we evaluated the巴mbedded Julius on the de
velopmental hardware platform named T-engine. Experimental 
results indicated that memory requirement for the embedded 
Julius was less than 50 MBytes. It isn't big problem for mobile 

TABLE III 

SYSTEM PERFORMANCE ON T-ENGINE (SH-4) 

Word accuracy 

89.1% 

89.3% 

89.7% 

Conditions 

no GMS 

Conventional GMS 

Propωed GMS 

、.
• 

applications， because commercial PDAs have 64-128MBytes 
of work memory. Regarding processing speed， the proposed 

GMS showed 2.23 of RTF on the SH-4 (430MIPS). Renesas 

Technology Corp. released an upper version of the SH-4 
named SH-4A (720MIPS) in 2004. It is 1.7 times faster than 

SH・4. Using SH・4A， the embedded Julius will achieve almost 

real time processing. 

IY. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE W ORK 

This paper describes an embedded Julius on T-engine. For 
computational reduction， we developed a modifìcation of the 
GMS method. This approach does not change the strucωre of 

acoustic models in consistency with that used by conventional 

Julius， and enab1巴 developers to use acoustic models created 
by popular modeling tools. The experimental results show 2.23 

of RTF resulting 79% of that of no GMS without distortion 

of word accuracy. 

We will investigate more compact and more noise robust. 
For the noise robustness， we are developing a noise reduction 

front-end. We will also develop an application prototype using 

the embedded Julius on a mobile platform. 
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